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Abstract  This paper presents a benchmark, which includes a manually-constructed database and evaluation tools, 

to address this problem. Specifically, the database contains a number of images of Chinese characters represented in 

four commonly-used font styles and corresponding stroke images manually segmented from character images. 

Performance of a given stroke extraction method can be evaluated by calculating dissimilarities of the automatic 

segmentation results and the ground truth using two specially-designed metrics. Moreover, we also propose a new 

method based on Delaunay triangulation to effectively extract strokes from Chinese characters. Experimental 

results obtained by comparing three algorithms demonstrate that the benchmark works well for the evaluation of 

stroke extraction approaches and the proposed method performs considerably well in the application of stroke 

extraction for Chinese characters. 
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摘要  构建了一个提供评测工具的笔画基准测试库, 其中包含一个人工搭建的笔画数据库, 该数据库拥有 4

种字体的汉字图像以及对应的人工提取的笔画信息。通过比较算法自动提取的笔画结果和数据库中的标准笔

画之间的差异, 测试库可以评测出笔画自动提取算法的性能。还提出一种新的基于 Delaunay 三角剖分的方法, 

可以有效地从汉字图像中提取出笔画信息。在测试库中对现有的三种笔画提取方法进行比较, 实验数据表明, 

所提出的笔画基准测试库能够对笔画提取算法给出有效的评测, 并且新的算法在汉字笔画提取的性能中效率

较高。 
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1 Introduction 
As the oldest characters in the world, Chinese 

characters are so widely used that we can see them 

everywhere in our daily lives. In this new digital 

information age, the demand for digital use of Chinese 

characters has become even larger. Many computer 

applications related to Chinese characters emerge at 

the right moment, for instance of text recognition, 

auto generation of Chinese font, digital ink, and so on. 

Stroke extraction plays an important role in these 

applications, but the problem of stroke extraction has 

not been well solved so far and how to acquire the 

accurate stroke extraction results has become a 
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(a) Selecting points by clicks; (b) After extracting one stroke; (c) Reference character indicating stroke order 

Fig. 2 Using the stroke extraction tool 

they can improve themselves for better performance in 

the future. 

2  Benchmark Design 

Our main contribution in this paper is the design 

of a benchmark for stroke extraction of Chinese 

characters. In this section, we focus on how to build 

such a benchmark. Several problems have to be 

solved, including “how to acquire standard strokes?”, 

“which font libraries and how many characters should 

a standard stroke dataset contain?” and “how to 

effectively measure the similarity between 

computer-generated strokes and standard strokes?”. 

We give discussions of those problems in the 

following subsections. 

2.1  An Interactive stroke extraction tool 
As mentioned above, each computer-generated 

stroke is evaluated by comparing it to a standard 

stroke. Here comes the problem of how to acquire 

such standard strokes. Given a binary image of a 

Chinese character, since each stroke has its definite 

shape that has already been designed by artists, we can 

manually extract them if we know how to write the 

character using an image editing tool such as 

photoshop. However, the tool we choose to use for 

stroke extraction should be easy to learn and be fast 

enough to use (a couple of seconds per stroke), 

otherwise it will take years to finish extracting 

thousands of strokes using inconvenient tools like 

photoshop. It should also be capable to guide people 

which stroke to extract next in case the user does not 

know the correct order of the strokes. 

To our best knowledge, no database of standard 

strokes has been constructed so far in the literature. In 

order to build such a database, we develop an 

interactive tool, with which each stroke is correctly 

and accurately extracted. First, a user selects a font 

library (i.e., FS library) whose strokes are to be 

extracted. Then the user selects points along stroke 

boundaries by clicking the left mouse button (Fig. 

2(a)). When the right mouse button is clicked, the 

selected points are converted into a poly and region 

with black pixels in the poly is cut out from the 

original image. As a result, a binary image of the 

corresponding stroke is generated (Fig. 2(b)), together 

with a text recording the vertices of its bounding box. 

In this way, we can use those stroke images to re-draw 

the original character according to their bounding box 

vertices. When the current stroke has been extracted, 

our tool guides the user which stroke to extract next 

by marking the stroke of the reference character in a 

GB2312 Kaiti font library (Fig. 2(c)), in which the 

work of stroke extraction for every Chinese character 

has been done manually by a company called Founder 

Group. We directly use their data as reference 

information. Zoom functions are available in our tool 

so that the user can segment the singular regions 

precisely. Besides, we also provide drawback and 

revise functions to accelerate the extraction procedure. 

2.2 Standard stroke database 
There are various font libraries of Chinese 

characters and it is not realistic to construct a database 
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Fig. 5  Evaluation of stroke extraction algorithms with two 

metrics 

 

naive K-NN method. Specifically, the bar chart in Fig. 

5(a) shows that Lian's method has the best result in 

region detection according to the Hamming Distance 

metric in all font libraries. Fig. 5(b) implies that from 

the aspect of Cut Discrepancy metric, Lian's method 

performs best in YH and LS font libraries while our 

method has the lowest boundary error in HYKT and 

FS font libraries. 

We can also calculate the precision of the stroke 

 

Table 1  Precisions of stroke extraction algorithms 

 HYKT/% FS/% YH/% LS/% 

Naïve K-NN 2.82 7.51 2.03 1.72 

Lian’s Method 93.58 92.96 73.87 51.80 

Our Method 90.92 95.31 72.61 54.46 

extraction algorithm using the combination of the two 

metrics. A character image is correctly segmented only 

if its Hamming Distance error is less than 0.1 and 

Cut Discrepancy error is less than 20, which means 

both the region and the boundary of the strokes are 

precisely extracted. Under this definition, precision of 

the three algorithms is shown in Table 1. From the 

table, it is summarized that Lian's method gets the 

highest score on the datasets of HYKT and YH style, 

and our method has the highest precision on FS and 

LS datasets. To make a horizontal comparison, it can 

be concluded that results evaluated on the datasets of 

HYKT and FS style are much better than YH and LS 

for all three algorithms. The conclusion is not 

surprising, since strokes of HYKT and FS style are 

more regular while those of YH and LS style vary a 

lot from the standard Kaiti font library, bringing 

difficulties for stroke extraction. 

5  Conclusion 

This paper describes a benchmark for stroke 

extraction algorithms of Chinese characters. By using 

an interactive tool, we extract strokes manually to 

construct a standard database. Different algorithms 

will be evaluated by comparing their results with 

standard strokes and two proposed metrics will be 

given to show their performances. We find that each 

algorithm is given a quantitative and objective 

evaluation and the proposed benchmark is able to 

distinguish different algorithms effectively. However, 

there also exists some limitations: 1) many font 

libraries (i.e., Songti library) have not been contained 

in the benchmark; 2) the sample set of only 639 

characters might be too small; 3)two metrics are not 

enough for more detailed evaluation information. It is 

for certain that more font libraries contained, more 

convincing results the benchmark will show. As we 

know, the most popular official character set GB2312 

includes 6763 simplified Chinese characters. In fact, 

we are now expanding our benchmark database by 

providing standard strokes of various Chinese fonts 

under the GB2312 national standard. It is a 

long-playing work. In this way, we will expand our 




